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Abstract. Social media is ubiquitous. There is a need for intelligent
retrieval interfaces that will enable a better understanding, exploration
and browsing of social media data. A novel two dimensional ad hoc topic
map is proposed (called Beomap). The main novelty of Beomap is that
it allows a user to deﬁne an ad hoc semantic dimension with a keyword query when visualizing topics in text data. This not only helps to
impose more meaningful spatial dimensions for visualization, but also
allows users to steer browsing and exploration of the topic map through
ad hoc deﬁned queries. We developed a system to implement Beomap
for exploring Twitter data, and evaluated the proposed Beomap in two
ways, including an oﬄine simulation and a user study. Results of both
evaluation strategies show that the new Beomap interface is better than
a standard interactive interface.
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Introduction

To fully exploit the potential of social media data, there is a need for social
analytics tools to enable more eﬀective ways to understand, analyze and exploit
social media information. An especially useful way to help users explore the
information space is to visualize topics. Interfaces for visual exploration of topics proposed in [5,6] give users an understanding of underlying topic space and
enable them to browse related topics. Further, these interfaces enable a usercentered exploration exploiting diﬀerent machine learning techniques. These
interfaces usually visualize relations between topics based on relevance scores
but do not exploit other meta-data dimensions (e.g., popularity, sentiment or
location) which might prevent the user from a more realistic understanding of
underlying topic space. Moreover, it is not clear what a certain direction or position in the interface means e.g., what does it mean when a topic is presented
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in the top right corner of the interface. Self-organizing maps [7] satisfy this partially, however the dimension cannot be ﬂexibly modiﬁed by the user. Further,
self-organizing maps are computationally expensive as well as diﬃcult to clearly
interpret horizontal and vertical axes. The last but perphaps the most crucial
deﬁciency is the limited ability of a user to reach ad hoc relevant topics regions
in a ﬂexible way i.e., user-driven exploration. The user-driven exploration is different from machine-learning user centered exploration as it allows the user to
completely control an exploration process.
In this paper, we propose a way to solve these limitations with a novel two
dimensional ad hoc topic map (see Figure 1) which we refer to as Beomap (beo
in latin means to make happy). The idea is to allow a user to deﬁne the meaning of a dimension using an arbitrary query to visualize an ad hoc topic map,
which enables user-guided exploration and browsing of the underlying social
media topics space. Such a Beomap has many desirable properties and advantages. First, Beomap would be especially useful to help users interact with search
results when there is a missing aspect in the query (e.g., most top ranked results
missed one query aspect), which often is the case when the search results are
not satisfactory. We refer to a missing aspect as a need to view topics (from
both inside as well as outside of search results) and underlying documents from
a particular aspect/perspective. Beomap extends a standard ranking which is
usually presented with an ordered list of topics into a two-dimensional ranking.
The second dimension expresses how well a topic relevant to the main query also
matches an additional aspect or a perspective which can be ﬂexibly expressed
with a second ad hoc query. The positive eﬀect of this two-dimensional ranking enables easy understanding of topics orientation within the topic map i.e.,
a particular position of the depicted topic represents its closeness to the main
query as well as to the second ad hoc query. Hence, users are better able to
understand underlying topic structure between individual topics, which might
lead to serendipitous discoveries. Further, Beomap enables a user to explore and
navigate the topic space through user-chosen visualization metrics. The ad hoc
topic map can also be generated and visualized according to a particular predeﬁned visualization metric e.g., recency, relevance, popularity or location based
dimension. Due to this, Beomap provides the means for enhanced browsing into
related relevant topics from underlying social media data as well as the means
for improved understanding of the topics structure.
The proposed topic map visualization is general enough and it can be applied
to other domains where topic keywords are available or can be derived for a particular resource (other social media data e.g., Instagram, Facebook; folksonomy
data e.g., Delicious, Bibsonomy and other forms e.g., research publications, news
articles etc.).
To evaluate Beomap, we implemented BeomapApp a prototype system over
social stream data from Twitter. The core component of the prototype system is
a two-dimensional ad hoc topic map denoted as Beomap as well. To evaluate the
proposed topic map, the oﬄine browsing simulation of Beomap was performed
which proved an enhanced retrieval of additional relevant tweets. We simulated
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various browsing strategies for Beomap and the baseline (see the detailed description of strategies in Section 4.1) assuming a user optimal behaviour i.e., an
upper-bound scenario. The precision improvements of BeomapBest(the best
strategy for Beomap) are signiﬁcantly better than the BLBest (the best strategy for the baseline) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.00001). The best precision
versus user eﬀort is attained with BeomapMisAsp, when a missing aspect of
the query is used for Beomap generation. Moreover, the performed user study
proves beneﬁts of BeomapApp. Thirty one users consider the system as significantly more useful and are signiﬁcantly more satisﬁed with the system than
the baseline. Further, they perceive the system as a ﬂexible tool for exploration,
browsing and analysis of Twitter data as well as being easy to browse and interesting. Analyzed usage logs and acquired user comments about Beomap validate
the beneﬁts of two-dimensional ad hoc topic maps i.e., improved recall, more
explored topics as well as positive comments about Beomap.
The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 positions our
work with respect to existing information retrieval interfaces. Section 3 describes
a novel two-dimensional topic map as well as several visualization metrics.
Section 4 presents ﬁndings from the evaluation of Beomap (consisting of oﬄine
browsing simulation as well as user study). Section 5 discusses the beneﬁts and
limitations of Beomap. Section 6 summarizes the paper achievements and outlines future work.

2

Related Work

VizLinc [1] helps users to get an understanding of underlying data. It allows
the user to ﬁnd patterns and relations between mentioned entities and facilitates users to narrow down the existing documents to a fraction of only relevant
ones. The system allows a text and entity search. The retrieved results can be
also geo visualized in the map. Further, recognized entities matching a query
are visualized in the graph. Entities are clustered and their neighbours can be
exploited with the n-hop network functionality. The limitations of VizLinc are:
(1) a graph exploration is limited only to n-hop neighbours - not possible adhoc browsing; (2) no meaningful explanation of direction within the visualized
graph; (3) the system is not adapted for social media data where a meta-data
annotation might be more challenging. Bron et at. [4] proposed a subjunctive
exploratory search interface which supports exploration of multiple views on a
topic as well as enables a discovery of patterns in the data. The proposed interface combines two side-by-side versions of an exploratory search interface that
are extended with visualizations in which characteristics of the result sets can be
depicted and compared. The performed user study indicates that the subjunctive interface enables users to deﬁne more diverse queries and to retrieve more
diverse documents than with the standard exploratory search interface. Despite
the beneﬁts of the system, it is not possible to visualize user chosen metrics
except of term frequencies and time.
Apolo, an interactive user interface [5], helps users to make sense of large
graph data. The aim of the system is to support user-driven understanding of
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Fig. 1. Beomap is a two-dimensional topic map which supports ad hoc semantic dimensions that can be easily deﬁned through a second query e.g. Nato. Further, it allows
one to visualize a topic map with respect to the user deﬁned meta-data metric e.g.,
Relevance. The topics in the top right corner are relevant for the main query as well
as for the ad hoc dimension.

data. The underlying information landscape is adapted to user information need
using Belief propagation algorithm. Users rated the system positively when used
for sensemaking while browsing a scientiﬁc literature network. This work is in
line with our motivation, to support user-driven exploration of the information
landscape. The user-driven exploration in Beomap is achieved through a second ad hoc query dimension that allows users to regenerate freely a topic map
according to user information need. The consequences of our design are a more
realistic understanding of the underlying information landscape and the possibility of observing topic correlations between the main and second ad hoc query.
Although, the adaptation is not the scope of this study, our system could be
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easily extended to support personalization. The system proposed by [6] enables
users to direct their exploration of the information space. This interactive information retrieval interface not only allows users to steer the direction of the
exploratory search but also models user information need with the reinforcement learning technique. The performed user study validates the contributions
in terms of eﬀectiveness (improved recall of relevant and novel information) of
the interface when compared to the standard keyword based search interface.
Similarly, in this work, we propose a system which allows users freely, in ad hoc
fashion, to steer the browsing and exploration process. The beneﬁts of our system in comparison to [6] are three-fold. First, our system allows one to visualize
information space according to a user-selected ranking metric such as Relevance,
Popularity, Location and Recency. Second, the ad hoc nature of the proposed
system allows users to steer exploration into the many regions that might not
otherwise be reached. Further, Beomap interface gives a clear interpretation for
direction and orientation in the visualized topic space i.e., a particular position
and movement in the topic map represents relatedness to the main query or the
missing aspect query.

3

Beomap

Beomap is a novel two-dimensional topic map with both directions controlled
by a user. It addresses a major challenge in visualizing text information, i.e., a
user is often lost in the space as there is no clearly deﬁned meaning associated
with an orientation (e.g., it is unclear what to expect if a user moves the cursor to the left or up). In this paper, we particularly explore a special Beomap
useful for a search interface where the vertical dimension is relevance (consistent with a standard search interface where documents are ranked vertically). A
second dimension is deﬁned by a user in ad hoc fashion by placing a query and
choosing an appropriate visualization metric. The aim of Beomap is to “stretch”
the standard linear relevance ordering to a two-dimensional ranking that would
enable a user to examine visually the list based on how well topics match the
second dimension, which can be deﬁned ﬂexibly by another query. Therefore,
the second ad hoc dimension indicates whether a topic relevant to the main
query is related to a missing aspect or a perspective. The second dimension can
be visualized with a user-selected metric. Note that the second dimension is
oﬀered as an option, which the user can take as needed. Thus it is a very natural
extension of the current search interface. A user can also easily go back to one
dimension if needed. The possibility to change a visualization metric according
to user needs provides new ways of user-driven exploration of underlying topic
space and corresponding tweets. Hence, Beomap interface provides a new way
of how to visualize user information need combined with arbitrary meta-data
metric dimension (relevance, time, location, popularity or fuzzy metrics) which
is diﬀerent from the traditional way of visualizing with meta-data such as a
time line, etc. The ﬂexiblity to guide freely the exploration and browsing of topics within social media data through an ad hoc semantic dimension is diﬀerent
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from established browsing interfaces like a faceted search or a word cloud. The
existing interfaces provide only topics and aspects that are within the search
results context; therefore, user ability to browse into remote topic regions is not
supported.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has explored this kind of topic
map, especially in the context of helping users interact with poor search results
and for social media exploration. Beomap has many potential beneﬁts. First,
it would be particularly useful when a user would like to examine the missing
aspect or would like to explore relevant tweets from a particular perspective
or angle. Further, Beomap addresses the problem of orientation in text data
visualization since it is not obvious what directions in the topic map mean (e.g.,
what does moving in a particular direction mean in the topic space?). Beomap
provides a solution to this directions interpretation problem when visualizing
text data. Beomap enables a better topic understanding by enabling one to view
a topic from multiple aspects or perspectives which can be expressed ﬂexibly
through a second ad hoc dimension query. Further, allowing the user to select a
visualization metric also improves a topic space understanding.
3.1

Various Metrics for Beomap ad Hoc Dimension

The visualization of a topic map is metric dependent. Hence, relatedness or
closeness to the ad hoc query is calculated according to the user-selected metric.
The calculation of the ﬁnal score for a topic presented in the topic map is as
follows: (1) Retrieve tweets matching a given query and calculate the metric
score for each matching tweet; (2) Aggregate scores of mentioned keywords i.e.,
hashtags over the retrieved tweets; (3)Present keywords with the greatest levels
of user-selected metric dimension in the topic map. In this work, we explored
several metrics and analyzed in what situations these metrics might be useful
for the end users. In the following, we present several metrics with a brief rationale: Relevance is a default metric in the Beomap system. The relevance score
might be calculated with any retrieval ranking function. In this work, we utilize
OKAPI BM25 retrieval function. Once relevance scores are calculated for the
query matched tweets, the hashtags across tweets are aggregated such that ﬁnal
aggregated scores are obtained. The most relevant topics with respect to the
main or second ad hoc query are visualized in the topic map. Obviously, the
relevance based topic map allows users to explore and browse the topics that are
relevant and related to the placed main or second ad hoc query. Further, it reveals
how great the relevance relatedness is and what the relevance correlations are
between individual topics. Popularity reﬂects a popularity of a topic keyword
within the query matched tweets. Time recency calculates the recency score
for topic keyword aggregating over tweets e.g., the more relevant tweets that
are more recent attain a greater score. Location calculates a proximity with
respect to the placed location-based queries. Sentiment closeness calculates
for each tweet from the underlying collection a sentiment score. The sentiment
scores are aggreagated according to a topic keyword and consequently visualized.
This metric allows the user to explore positive or negative topics which can be
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either common or speciﬁc for both queries i.e., the main query as well as the
ad hoc query. Authority/Reputation is a metric which would consider the
tweet author’s reputation within the social network for Beomap visualization.
Personalized is a metric which adapts the visualization of the topic map with
respect to user preferences as well as to the placed queries (when the system
collects user preferences). In some scenarios, a user customized metric may
be useful by combining some of the metrics described above.
3.2

Tasks Supported by Beomap Interface

The accurate deﬁnition of user supported tasks by Beomap interface enables one
to deﬁne a basis for systematic comparison with other interfaces as well as for
a further evaluation of the proposed interface. In this paper, we consider the
following tasks as our targeted applications:
Missing aspect exploration: Find and browse relevant topics which are related
to the main query as well as to the ad hoc missing aspect query. The second ad
hoc query represents a missing aspect or a needed perspective when examining
tweets that match the main query. For instance, users might be interested in this
kind of task when the number of tweets matching the main query is large and
users would like to examine only speciﬁc ones related to the missing aspect or
requested perspective. Possible examples are: Which topics are relevant for the
Russian Ukrainian conﬂict from the perspective of NATO, EU or Poland? Which
topics are relevant to the placed query and are related as well to a particular
geo-location?
Topics space understanding: Obtain topic space understanding and ﬁnd relationships between interesting topics. Repeated examination of Beomap with respect
to the main query and several second-dimension ad hoc queries combined with
diﬀerent meta-data metrics (repeating a missing aspect exploration task several
times) will enable users to get an enhanced understanding of underlying topic
space. Possible examples are: What topics are related and what are the relationships among them with respect to the main query e.g., Russian Ukrainian
conﬂict?
The presented task types might be performed by users several times and
combined in arbitrary order to accomplish the ﬁnal goal i.e., ﬁnding relevant
tweets that are not retrieved with the initial user standard keyword search.
3.3

Social Media Prototype System

We implement a prototype system for social media exploration and analytics.
We refer to this system as BeomapApp. The BeomapApp consists of several
components (see Figure 1). The main component is Beomap, a two-dimensional
topic map that depicts a spatial distribution of topics according to a user selected
visualization metric. Topics are presented according to two dimensions: (1) a
relevance with respect to the main query (vertical dimension); (2) a metric-based
closeness to the ad hoc second query. The topic map follows a two-dimensional
cartesian coordinate system, presenting only the ﬁrst quadrant. Hence, topics
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more related to the main query are presented in the top part of the map and
topics related to the second ad hoc query are presented at the right side of the
map. The topic map allows users to distinguish clearly which topics are related
to the main or a second ad hoc query and the topics that are common for both
queries. The common topics are presented in the top right corner of the map.
The calculation of an exact position in Beomap is based on standard information
retrieval ranking function OKAPI BM25 which can be deﬁned as:
S(tw, Q) =



T F (qi , tw) · IDF (qi )

(1)

qi ∈Q∩tw

where
T F (qi , tw) =

f (qi , tw) · (k1 + 1)
f (qi , tw) + k1 · (1 − b + b ·

IDF (qi ) = log

|tw|
)
avgtwl

N − n(qi ) + 0.5
n(qi ) + 0.5

and f (qi , tw) is a qi term frequency within a tweet tw, |tw| is the length of a
given tweet tw, avgtwl is average length of a tweet within the corpus, N is a
total number of tweets in the corpus and n(qi ) is the number of tweets that
contain the term qi . We set the following values for parameters k1 = 1.2 and
b = 0.75. When visualizing Beomap, we combine a main query Qmain and an
ad hoc query Qadhoc with logical OR into a query Q. Once a relevance score is
computed for each tweet with respect to Q, we calculate an exact position for a
particular hashtag h for a vertical dimension (y-axis) deﬁned as:


posvertical (h) =

tw∈T WQ

S(tw, Q)

main ∩h

where T WQmain ∩h = {tw|S(tw, Q) > 0, h ∈ tw, qmaini ∈ tw} is a set of all tweets
which contain a particular hashtag h and at least one term qmaini from the main
query Qmain and the relevance score S(tw, Q) with respect to the query Q is
greater than 0. The calculation for the horizontal dimension (x-axis) is calculated
in a similar way except that a set T WQmain ∩h is replaced with T WQadhoc ∩h
poshorizontal (h) =


tw∈T WQ

S(tw, Q)

adhoc ∩h

Due to long-tail distribution of hashtags in Twitter stream [10], there is a need to
avoid depicting many hashtags with low levels of attained aggregated relevance
scores in the same topic map region to provide an enhanced readability of the
map. Hence, we order hashtags in an ascending order with respect to aggregated
relevance score for each dimension and the rank position within the ordered
set expresses a ﬁnal position in the map for the given dimension. This solution
is not optimal but we obtained the best topic map readability in comparison
to standard scaling functions. Topics are represented in the bubble chart, each
topic keyword is represented with a disk where the label is a topic keyword and
the radius corresponds to a scaled topic popularity within the collection. We
utilize log scaling to visualize a disk with the scaled topic popularity to make
a topic map more readable. This is due to a long tail distribution of hashtags
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in the collection i.e., very few popular hashtags and many hashtags with low
frequency occurrence. To obtain a full understanding of the topic map, the tooltip
component was developed because topic keywords from social media data are
not always easily understandable by the users e.g., #tcot, #nomistrals4putin.
The tooltip is displayed when the user hovers over the particular topic in the
map and presents a few relevant tweets for a given topic. The other components
of the visual interface are two content panels displayed in tab view. In the ﬁrst
panel, a user can explore the most relevant topics to the placed queries with
the corresponding summary tweets. The second content panel presents the most
relevant tweets sorted according to the user selected metric. A user can place the
main query in the input ﬁeld located above the topic map and conﬁrm it with
the Explore button. Initially, the topic map is not visible to a user but can be
diplayed by clicking on the button Show topic map. The user can deﬁne an ad
hoc query through the input ﬁeld which is located below the lower right corner of
the topic map with the watermarked hint to enter the ad hoc dimension query.
The ad hoc dimension metric can be chosen from the dropdown list which is
presented in the top right corner of the interface.
3.4

Technical Implementation

The system has been developed with J2EE using Primefaces framework for the web
interface and javascript JQPlot library for the topic map rendering. The backend
application has been deployed to the Jboss application server 7 and the data were
stored in Elasticsearch. The aggregation component of the Elasticsearch engine has
been used for the calculations of metric dependent scores. The beneﬁt of our implementation is easy deployment to the cloud infrastructure which might be needed
for large data collections.

4

Evaluation

To validate contributions of Beomap as well as the social media exploration system BeomapApp, we perform an evaluation which consists of a simulated oﬄine
browsing evaluation of Beomap. Further, to validate the beneﬁts of Beomap
when integrated in a real application like BeomapApp, we perform a user study.
We used the following hypotheses as guidelines when designing the evaluation
of Beomap and BeomapApp. The hypotheses are presented below:
– H1 : Beomap enables a more eﬀective retrieval of additional relevant tweets
(those that are relevant but not retrieved within the initial query top-k
results) than in the baseline.
– H2 : BeomapApp provides greater search and browsing satisfaction than the
baseline.
– H3 : BeomapApp is perceived by users as more useful and ﬂexible than the
baseline.
– H4 : Using Beomap, participants will feel more familiar with the topics and
contents of a collection than in the baseline.
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Oﬄine Simulation

To validate whether Beomap enables and facilitates navigation into relevant
topics and consequent retrieval of relevant tweets which are diﬃcult to retrieve
with original query, we design the following oﬄine evaluation. Similarly as in
[11], we perform a simulated retrieval of additional relevant tweets where a user
repeatably reformulates his/her queries. The aim is to validate whether Beomap
facilitates more eﬀective retrieval of additional relevant tweets. We retrieved
available tweets with relevance judgments from TREC 2011 collection [9]. The
relevance judgments sets were built using standard pooling technique. The tweets
relevance was assessed with the three-points scale: (0: irrelevant, 1: relevant and
2: highly relevant). In this work, we consider both relevant and highly relevant
tweets as equally relevant. The TREC2011 microblog corpus consists of ﬁfty distinct queries and we denote each query as Qoriginal . We deﬁne a set of additional
relevant tweets Radditional as tweets that were rated relevant in TREC2011 but
were not retrieved within the top k positions for the particular query Qoriginal .
We aim to measure whether Beomap enhances retrieval of additional relevant
tweets Radditional in comparison to various baseline methods.
Baseline Methods. BL: This baseline method is based on the initial query
Qoriginal . The precision at k is measured on top of tweets retrieved by Qoriginal
positioned from k to 2k rank with respect to the additional relevant tweets
Radditional . This simulation can be perceived as if the user would like to retrieve
more additional relevant tweets after already viewing some relevant tweets i.e.,
ﬁrst top k tweets.
BLMR: This baseline method orders topic keywords e.g., hashtags by the aggregated relevance with respect to the Qoriginal . The most related relevant topic
in combination with the Qoriginal is used as a new query. The precision at k is
measured on top of ﬁrst top k tweets retrieved by the new query. This imitates
user behaviour when the original query is automatically extended with the relevant related topic i.e., a query suggestion provided by a search engine.
BLBest: This method orders topics by aggregated relevance with respect to
the Qoriginal . The best related relevant topic is combined with the Qoriginal into
a new query. The precision at k is measured on top of ﬁrst top k tweets retrieved
by the new query. This reﬂects user behaviour when the user carefully explores
the provided list of query suggestions and picks the best with respect to his/her
information needs.
Beomap Browsing Strategies. We compare baseline methods with the following browsing strategies of Beomap.
BeomapMisAsp: Thismethod corresponds to the missing aspect task deﬁnition
(see Section 3.2). The aim is to support the exploration of topics and corresponding tweets related to the missing aspect as well as the matching original query. In
this simulated evaluation, we deﬁne a missing aspect as a term from the multiple
terms Qoriginal which occurs the least within top k tweets returned by Qoriginal .
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Consequently, the missing aspect is used as an input to the ad hoc dimension
of Beomap. This browsing strategy assumes that a user examines topics presented in the topic map and picks the best topic. Finally, Qoriginal is combined
with the best node and precision at k is calculated with respect to Radditional
and the new query matching tweets. BeomapMR: This method retrieves the
top most relevant topic keyword T with respect to the placed query Qoriginal .
The relevant topic T is input for a second ad hoc dimension which leads to the
generation of the topic map. A top relevant topic denoted as Tmap |T from the
generated topic map is used for a query reformulation. The created query consists of Qoriginal , T and Tmap |T . The precision at k is calculated with respect
to Radditional and the retrieved tweets. This replicates the similar user browsing
strategy as BLMR; the only diﬀerence is further exploration of the topic map
and selecting the most relevant topic with respect to the Qoriginal as well as a
second ad hoc query. The most relevant topic keyword from the topic map is the
one with the highest average relevance score which incorporates relevance score
with respect to the main query as well as to the ad hoc second query.
BeomapBest: This method is similar to BLBest. It assumes that the user
examines all the related relevant topics and picks the best topic. The best topic
is input for a second ad hoc dimension which leads to the generation of the
topic map. Consequently, the best topic node is selected from the map i.e., a
topic keyword which best suits user information need. The best topic node, the
most related relevant topic (second ad hoc query) and Qoriginal are combined
into a new query. The precision at k is calculated with respect to Radditional
and the retrieved tweets for the new query. This browsing strategy is similar to
BLBest. From the generated topic map, a user picks the best topic keyword.
Data Preprocessing. Topic maps generated from tweets’ hashtags, when only
a small twitter collection is considered, are sparse as only around 24% of tweets
contain at least one hashtag. Thus, the generated topic map from hashtags,
when an underlying tweets collection is small, prevent a complete retrieval of
additional relevant tweets. To overcome this limitation, we have annotated tweets
from TREC2011 corpus with recognized named entities using TextRazor tool.
Each recognized entity has been converted into a hashtag i.e., Barack Obama
transformed into #barackobama. In total, almost 77% of tweets contain at least
one named entity which has been converted into a hashtag. Hence, 83% of tweets
from TREC2011 corpus contains at least one hashtag or named entity. Almost,
90% of relevant tweets contain at least one hashtag or named entity.
Results. Obviously, the BL attains the lowest precision when retrieving additional relevant tweets. This supports a need for query reformulation and possible
browsing of related relevant topics. The BLMR method attains higher precision than the BL as it extends the original query with the related relevant topic
keyword which positively aﬀects the retrieval of additional relevant tweets. The
BLBest method examines a list of related relevant topics and assumes that the
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Fig. 2. Figure (a):Baseline methods are presented with black bars and yellow bars are
corresponding to the browsing strategies of Beomap. We report means of measured
precisions for individual queries from TREC2011 microblogging collection. Figure (b):
Mean of user ratings for individual properties of both interfaces from the performed
user study.

user would pick the best topic keyword and together with the original query form
a new query. The browsing strategy BeomapBest attains higher precision as
the best baseline method BLBest. Both methods BeomapBest and BLBest
assume user optimal behaviour in selecting the best most relevant related topic
which is used for the topic map creation in BeomapBest. Further, it assumes
that the user picks the best topic keyword from the map. The evaluation reports
the upper bound precision when (not) using topic maps. The precision improvements BeomapBest are signiﬁcantly better than the BLBest (Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p < 0.00001). Further, we report as well precision for missing aspect
exploration method BeomapMisAsp, which achieves promising precision.
To illustrate the beneﬁts of Beomap for the retrieval of additional relevant
tweets, we examined the browsing logs of compared methods. For instance, the
original query White House spokesman replaced , the BLBest method extended
the original query with the secretary keyword. The Beomap methods attained
better precision because of the topic keyword carney when the second ad hoc
dimension query was presssecretary for the BeomapBest method. This indicates the beneﬁts of Beomap, a discovery of important and relevant topics with
respect to the original query. Similarly, for the original query T SA airport screening, the BeomapBest method included Seattle keyword into a new query and
consequently attained higher precision than the baseline. At ﬁrst sight, it is not
obvious that Seattle is related to the original query but that is because of Seattle
man acquitted in TSA airport case.
Normalization. Obviously, the deﬁned browsing strategies should be compared carefully because each strategy requires diﬀerent amounts of user eﬀort
to perform browsing and ﬁnal retrieval. Comparing upper bound strategies of
BLBest and BeomapBest is fair because in both cases a user has to choose
the best node from topic keywords sorted by relevance which matches his/her
given information need. Additional user eﬀort is required when exploring a topic
map in BeomapBest and consequent selection of the best node. However, the
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user examination of visual topic map is trivial. Exploring a topic map provides
the user with two additional beneﬁts which are: (1) signiﬁcantly improved precision when picking the best topic keyword from the map; (2) a better topics space
understanding which might be beneﬁcial for further browsing. BeomapMisAsp
browsing strategy attains the best trade-oﬀ between user eﬀort to generate and
inspect a topic map and attained precision. Spotting a missing aspect of the original query is trivial and further exploration of the topic map leads to promising
precision.
Lessons. The simulated evaluation of Beomap validates the beneﬁts of the ad
hoc topic map for enhanced retrieval of additional relevant tweets i.e., tweets
that are not retrieved with the original query (validates hypothesis H1). Also,
the simulation proved that Beomap interface is suitable for exploration of topics related to the missing aspect of the original query when the best trade-oﬀ
between user eﬀort and precision is attained. Further, we found that when the
second ad hoc dimension is generated with respect to the prominent aspect of
the query, there are no improvements in comparison to the baseline. However, an
advantage of Beomap generated with the prominent query is facilitated topics
space understanding which might be beneﬁcial for further exploration.
4.2

User Study

The purpose of the user study is three-fold: (1) to collect real users’ feedback and
opinions about Beomap; (2) to study the utility of the prototype system BeomapApp in comparison to a standard “Twitter like” list interface; (3) to understand
what is the optimal intergration of Beomap into an application system. Participants in the study were asked to browse two diﬀerent datasets; consequently we
acquired their subjective assessments and opinions were acquired (similar to [2]).
Further, we analyze log users’ activities to explain the usage diﬀerences between
two compared interfaces. We also measure standard information retrieval measures to compare both interfaces.
Participants. We recruited participants with Twitter accounts. The thirtyone study participants ranged in age from 18 to 38 years (average age 27.7).
Fifteen were IT professionals, four were students (mathematics or economics
background), and the other had careers in law, HR, design or the media. On
average, they reported spending more than a half hour per week using Twitter.
Further, they all reported using other social media services like Facebook (all
participants), Linkedin (9 participants), Google+ (6 participants), Instagram (3
participants).
Compared Interfaces. The performed user study follows within-subjects
design. Beomap system was compared with the standard Twitter-like list interface. To ensure that acquired subjective assessments of the systems were not
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biased because of the coloring or layout diﬀerences of the systems, we implemented the baseline system. The baseline system is visually similar to the tweets
content panel in Beomap 1 . We implemented the baseline system instead of using
an external one because of the following: First, we ensured that participants will
perform their searching and browsing activities on top of the same tweets corpus when doing evaluation tasks using both systems. Second, we assured that
usability of both systems will be comparable and with minimized if any visual
nuances. To further ensure that our systems are at a similar level of usability,
we consulted the HCI expert about both interfaces. The suggested changes were
incorporated before the user study was conducted.
Procedure. Each test participant completed a pre-questionnaire before performing the evaluation. After each performed task, participants were asked to
complete the questionnaire to obtain a subjective evaluation of Beomap and
baseline. We used the standard USE questionnaire [8] and extended it with a
few additional questions about the following system properties: ﬂexible tool for
exploration, browsing and analysis of Twitter data,interesting, familiar with the
collection, easy to browse. Users rated each aspect of the interface on a 7-point
Likert scale i.e., 1 for strongly disagree and 7 for strongly agree. We used a 7point scale to be consistent with the [8]. To minimize carryover eﬀects in our
within-subjects design, participants performed two tasks with the following conditions. Each task was performed on top of a diﬀerent tweets collection. Further,
the interfaces and task order were alternated and counterbalanced among participants. Participants were asked to perform the following two tasks
Task 1: After your graduation you will be looking for a job in industry. You
want information to help you focus on your future job seeking. You know it
pays to know the market. You would like to ﬁnd information about employment
patterns in industry and what qualiﬁcations employers are looking for in future
employees. Further, you would like to improve your knowledge about the job
seeking process including how to prepare your resume, how to prepare yourself
for the interview and other important hints. The task selection has been inspired
by simulated work task situations [3]. The collection consists of 2.5M tweets
retrieved during the second half of September 2014. The participant is asked
to perform the following subtasks: (1) Provide a list of ﬁve relevant links to
the articles related to the employment trends, required qualiﬁcations needed for
your job and similar topics which are relevant to you; (2) Provide a list of ﬁve
relevant links about job seeking tips and hints which are interesting and relevant
for you.
Task 2: Imagine you are about to write a report about military conﬂict in
Ukraine. Before starting the writing you should retrieve relevant tweets and articles related to the topic. The task selection has been inspired by the simulated
work task situation from [6]. The collection consists of 130K tweets retrieved
1

Screenshots as well as demo videos of both systems are available at
https://sourceforge.net/projects/mleginus/ﬁles/beomaps/
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during the second half of September 2014.Users are asked to perform the following subtasks: (1) In which Ukrainian cities are there ﬁghts and military conﬂicts
between Ukraine and Russian oriented rebels? (2) Which Ukrainian and Russian
politicians and their opinions with respect to the military conﬂict are mentioned
on Twitter?
The following subsections describe a qualitative analysis of user study as
well as quantitative analysis derived from the usage logs. In the end, we are
presenting learned lessons.
4.3

Subjective Evaluation of Interfaces

To analyze acquired user ratings for individual properties of compared systems,
we utilized Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for paired samples (ratings are noncontinuous and non-normal). BeomapApp is considered signiﬁcantly more useful
than the baseline interface (p < 0.0001). Participants found BeomapApp a more
ﬂexible tool for exploration, browsing and analysis of Twitter data than the baseline. Hence, the improved usefulness and perception of ﬂexibility for exploration,
browsing and analysis validate the hypothesis H3. Further, users were signiﬁcantly more satisﬁed with BeomapApp (p < 0.04). Additionally, users rated
Beomap more interesting and easy to browse (results are not statistically significant). Because users were signiﬁcantly more satisﬁed with BeomapApp as well
as they perceived it as more easy to browse and more ﬂexible for exploration,
browsing and analysis partially validate the hypothesis H2. Users considered
both systems similar when becominga familiarized with the collection. A limitation of the current BeomapApp implementation is lower ratings for the easy to
use aspect in comparison to the baseline system (p < 0.02). Further, participants
assigned BeomapApp lower ratings for the easy to learn aspect (p < 0.01) suggesting that BeomapApp is more diﬃcult to learn in comparison to the standard
keyword search to which users are exposed on a daily basis. Upon analyzing participants’ negative comments about BeomapApp, however, we found that most
of the opinions were related to the design of BeomapApp and not Beomap topic
map. For instance, a user reported that BeomapApp is not that intuitive e.g.,
Not intuitive at ﬁrst; UI is a bit cluttered . This indicates the importance of concerned and careful intergration of Beomap into a real world application so that a
user will not become confused and Beomap could be fully exploited. The lessons
related to the Beomap integration into a real application that were learned from
this user study are: (1) ensure that the input ﬁeld for a second ad hoc dimension
query can be intuitively found by the user; (2) ensure that a user easily recognizes how to change and select the ad hoc metric for Beomap. These ﬁndings
will be used for a further BeomapApp improvement which is part of our future
work.
The order in which users accessed the systems inﬂuenced the user ratings.
In particular, when users ﬁrst used BeomapApp, the subsequent ratings for the
baseline system (used in the second task) were lower (similar ﬁnding as in [12]).
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Log Data

The analyzed user activities indicate that when using BeomapApp users are
more active in placing more queries, higher numbers of clicked links and hashtags from the tweets and of course several clicks on the topic keywords in the
topic map. The detailed statistics are presented in Table 1: The presented results
indicate that users placed more queries, explored more hashtags and obtained
an overview about other possibly relevant hashtags by seeing them in the topic
map. Hence, these results support the hypothesis H4 that a user become more
familiar with the topics and content of the collection. Further, a high average
number of seen hashtags from the map validates the beneﬁt of the Beomap
for better topics structure understanding. We further analyzed placed queries
to see whether the generated topic maps enhanced user ability to browse relevant related topics through query reformulations. For instance, when browsing
tweets about conﬂict in Ukraine, Beomap helped users to discover keywords
such as msf (Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières), russiainvadedukraine, natoforukraine,stoprussianaggression, savedonbasspeople, ukraineunderattack, ww3 . Similarly, for the job search task where users discovered topic
keywords such as tipshintsjob, employmenttrends, jobhints. Often, users used
Beomap for exploration of cities (missing aspect) which were relevant to their
job search queries. Whereas when using the baseline system, users mostly formulated standard queries as they are used to when utilizing a standard search
engine.
Table 1. Average number of user activities for each considered interface
User activity
# queries
# clicked links
# clicked hashtags from tweets
# seen hashtags from map
# clicked hashtags from map

4.5

BeomapApp
15.39
3.857
1.35
37.17
4.61

Baseline
13.68
4.6
1.12
X
X

Participants’ Feedback on Beomap

Users agreed that Beomap helped them to discover relevant topic keywords which
enabled further browsing of other related relevant topic regions. The majority
of users found Beomap useful “It saves the time of a user by collecting the
information in one place, it’s also easy to use and interesting.”, “Get a lot of
info in a nutshell” or “fast data analysis”. Users also appreciated the possibility
to deﬁne a second ad hoc dimension e.g., It aggregates tweets relevant to searched
topic, and lets you sort the results by diﬀerent criteria. The system also allows
one to add a second topic to the search, and then creates a results map with tweetto-topic relations. It simpliﬁes the search for speciﬁc topics on twitter, and gives
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a graphic idea of the relation with other trending topics related to the search.
Several participants reported better topics structure understanding as well as
an ability to explore relations between individual topics e.g., “Quick overview of
the topic within larger scope, correlation between topics and their relationship”,
”It simpliﬁes the search for speciﬁc topics on twitter, and gives a graphic idea of
the relation with other trending topics related to the search”. Users also found
Beomap easy to browse e.g., Easy to browse interrelated data and appreciated
overall topic map visualization e.g., The graphical way to present the relevance
of the subjects is great..
Negative comments of participants were mostly related to the system itself
and not to Beomap. A few users perceived the system as not very intuitive
(analysis of possible reasons is discussed in Section Subjective evaluation of
interfaces) e.g., needs time to get used to it. Another user reported a limited
number of tweets in the system as a limitation e.g., It’s quite a nice system,
perhaps you can update some more topics from twitter . Several users as well
reported that BeomapApp responded slower sometimes e.g., a bit too slow .

5

Discussions

Although we only explored the two-dimensional Beomap, the general idea of
a topic map interface with ad hoc dimension and the possibility to visualize
topics space with user-chosen metrics can be applied to many other systems.
The generalization of this interface allows the user to exploit Beomap on top of
diﬀerent types of data e.g., social media data(Facebook, Flickr, Youtube, etc.),
folksonomy data (Delicious, Bibsonomy, etc.), news articles or research publications. The current implementation of Beomap includes two dimensions for
search interface but it is possible to extend the map into k-dimensions with k
diﬀerent ad hoc dimensions and user-deﬁned metrics. Such a multi-dimensional
topic map would enable users to examine their information need from multiple distinct missing aspects with diﬀerent user-chosen metrics dimensions (e.g.,
putting sentiment polarity together with topical dimensions). It is also worth
noting that the BeomapApp system has the potential to support many more
applications than we explored. The performed evaluation of Beomap is based
mostly on Relevance, Popularity or Recency metrics. However, the system can
be easily extended with several diﬀerent ad hoc metrics.
Further, suitable machine learning algorithms might be exploited to introduce new ad hoc metrics for an enhanced visualization of the topic map. For
instance, one can train a classiﬁer to detect a positive or negative sentiment
of topics which can be further visualized with Beomap (a particular sentiment
might be used as a missing aspect for an ad hoc dimension). To facilitate a selection of a missing aspect, simple analytics could be developed to test diﬀerent
alternatives of queries and to provide a user with the quantity of items matching
each alternative.
Limitations: Our evaluation also reveals two limitations of Beomap. The ﬁrst is
when underlying items are not densely annotated with topic keywords e.g., a few
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hashtags on Twitter, a limited number of user tags in folksonomy data, etc. This
might prevent users from ﬁnding and retrieving documents which are relevant
but are not annotated with a topic keyword. To minimize this, underlying items
might be annotated with named entity recognition or diﬀerent machine learning
based algorithms could be exploited for items annotation. The second limitation
is that the controlled nature of the study prevents drawing more reliable conclusions when used by users over a longer period of time with real information
needs.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a novel interface (i.e., Beomap) for visualizing text
information which allows a user to deﬁne ad hoc semantic dimensions with keyword queries. This feature not only makes the dimensions for visualizing topics in text more meaningful, but also naturally enables a user to explore the
information space ﬂexibly with arbitrary keyword queries. The topic map is
two-dimensional with metric dependent visualization i.e., popularity, recency,
proximity. The beneﬁt of the topic map is the ability to steer browsing and
exploration of underlying information space by the user through ad hoc queries
into both topic map dimensions. Besides supporting ad hoc query-deﬁned dimensions, the two-dimensional Beomap can also naturally support other metrics
such as popularity,recency, proximity, etc., making it easy to do visual analytics.
We evaluated the proposed Beomap in two ways. First, we used simulated user
interaction with search results to compare the Beomap with multiple baselines
representing state of the art interactive information exploration interfaces. The
results show that Beomap improves the retrieval of additional tweets, the best
trade-oﬀ between presicion versus user eﬀort is attained when Beomap is generated with respect to the missing aspect of the query. Second, we conducted a
user study to compare the BeomapApp system with a standard interface system
for performing two information seeking tasks. The results show BeomapApp is
perceived as more useful and that users were more satisﬁed with the system
than the baseline. Further, they perceive the system as a ﬂexible tool for exploration, browsing and analysis of Twitter data, and that is easy to browse, and
interesting as well.
In the future, we plan to explore several directions. First, we will further evaluate the proposed Beomap with more users by deploying our prototype system
on Amazon AWS (a grant is already approved for supporting this system) and
making it available potentially for a large number of users Second, we will explore
other social media such as Flickr, Instagram or folskonomy data, etc. Finally,
the idea of allowing a user to deﬁne ad hoc semantic dimensions is not restricted
to two dimensions.It would thus also be interesting to explore it with more than
two dimensions, which can be particularly useful for visual text analytics.
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